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A new film about the real-life financial scandal of the decade, Gulliver
is, like Liga, a Spanish-language film that deals in real-world events

for a typically glitzy Hollywood treatment. Has the culture of
borrowed controversy any spare enthusiasm these days? Well, no.

But this movie delivers in a big way. It is one that should be watched
by everyone who is willing to give a whirl to an underrated dark

comedy that still has an offbeat story to tell as well as a handful of
engaging, memorable performances. Intended as a swan song to a
career that was on the wane, Mr. Bean is the big screen capstone of
both Rowan Atkinson and Bewitched. He plays a hapless, gratingly

eccentric man with a memorable set of quirks. When the film begins,
he has just been released from a mental asylum, and there are those
who believe he is actually a genius -- a theory which becomes more

and more far-fetched as the movie progresses. He ends up as an
automotive mechanic, where he is forced to work with a 13-year-old

who keeps trying to fire him. In the midst of this, Mr. Bean gets
entangled in various schemes. The film features appearances by

some of the most famous faces of British comedy including Ronnie
Corbett (as a cop), Richard Griffiths (as Bean's ex-wife), Emma

Thompson and Alastair Sim. The first Senna is arguably the best
racing movie of all time. It is also only one of a couple movies with a

budget under five-million (the other would be Steven Speilbergs
Rush, which is, of course, two billion more). And its certainly the only

time Rush has featured in a movie trailer. Id love to see a cartoon
version of the film because the racing in it really packs a punch, and

the tragedy of Senna is somewhat underplayed, but if there had to be
a movie version that captures all the facets of racing, then this is the

one.
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As the final boss of a medley of martial arts action and shootouts, the
titular Roy (Shaolin Temple) is always a character at the forefront of

Resident Evil; his quick wit, throwing prowess, amazing fighting skills,
and ability to always get the job done. But the first movie doesnt shy

away from showing Roy have a few moments of weakness,
potentially making this character likable. The other characters arent

given nearly as much development or screen time, as the story
instead focuses on the lowly Remington and her dangerous shooting

skills. At the same time, it helps carry what is a slow-moving but
mostly enjoyable narrative forward. In short, the first Resident Evil is

a lot less of a sci-fi fantasy than its predecessor, and a more
enjoyable movie as a result. Its a better and more satisfactory

showcase of the horror elements at the core of the games;
something that the previous film did a poor job of doing, due to its

focus on action and a few characters that made no sense in terms of
the universe of Resident Evil. Bringing in the zombies from the

universe is a stroke of genius, and delivers some genuinely tense
moments of intense horror. Thanks to filmmakers like Joker and The

Dark Knight we now have a handful of great Western actors who
regularly play interesting non-mainstream characters. The first big
name to get one of these roles was Michael Caine . And The Dark

Knight not only helped Timm out by letting him use Heath Ledger to
portray The Joker, but it also convinced Warner Bros to let him adapt
a comic book arc called The Killing Joke into a feature film. The result
is a quasi-religious obsession with some of the most holy symbols of
Western civilization, and a genuinely terrifying interpretation of the
Joker as a punishment brought down by a broken and ambivalent

God. Whats great about that is it plays out beautifully, then adds an
unsettling dose of ambiguity to the character. This is a Batman movie
that flaunts the superhero mythology, then questions it. 5ec8ef588b
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